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Campus Briefly

News Editor: Laura Cash
Phone: 809-4468

Za

This
week
Today
•10 a.m. Board of· Regents meeting; Jesse Stuart Room in Pogue
llibrary; ope~ to the public
•5 p.m. Good 01' Fashioned Coun·
try Dinner: Winslow Dining Hall,
$7 if paying with meal plan or
S9.50 with other form of payment
•7:30 p.m. wGomorrah;-l Curris
Center Theater, free to public

Saturday

•7 p.m. Murray State football vs.
Eastern Kentud'"}· University: Roy
Stewart Stadium. free with Rac4':r·
card
•7:30 p.m. "Gomorrahj'' Curris
Center Theater. free to public

The News
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Sunday

Monday

•9-30 a.m. The Journey Church;

e5 p.m. RCA meetil;lg; Mason Hall

Curris Center Ballroom
•ll a.m; T he Journey Church; Curris Center Ballroom

Auditorium
e6 p.m. "Hey Coach:" The Big
Apple Cafe; join a coach and a student athlete for <,~uestions
•6:30 p.m. Free-Thinker Society
meeting; Wells Hall room 317
•6:30 p.m. Belly dancing; Old Fine
Arts Dance Studio
e8 p.m. ..Race, Rap and Reality;"
C huck D from Public Enemy;
Lovett Aud~torium, free

Sept 28
8 p.m. URace, Rap
and Reality;"
Chuck 0 from
Public Enemy;
Lovett Auditori·
urn, free

Cou11esy or' images.businessweek.com

Tuesday

Wednesday

•4 p.m. Traditional Kar-ate Club me<.'t·
lng; Carr Health racquetball courts 4
and 5
e4 p.m. Leadership Workshop Series;
tips on different leadership topics;
Currls Center, free
•S p.m. CAB meetin~r. Curris Center
Tennessee Room; open to the public
•S:30 p.m. Murray State Students for
Life meeting; Curris Center Mississippi Room

• I C.A.R.E. Day; a day to remember
thqse affected by sexual yiolem:~ or
abuse; steps of Lovett, free
•5 p.m. SGA meeting: Curris Center
Barkley Room: open to all

IComingFall Up

Thursday

•Oct 2:

-4 p.m. Traditional IC:arate Club meet·
ing; Carr Health racquetball courts 4
an.d 5
•5-30 p.m. Murray Environmental Student Society meeting; Carr Health
room 103
•1:f17 p.m. Baptist Campus 'Ministry
service; Baptist Ga.mpu.s Ministry
building

Now Playing

Break; no classes

C inema International
"Gomorrah• (Italy):
Sept. 24-26

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.cdu.
Please submit events !by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
aU iterns received will be published.

•Bnroo: The Smartest Guys in the
Room" (USA):
Oct, 8-10
"Fires on the Plain,. (Japan):
Oct.lS-17
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Cur·
tis Center Theater. Admission is free.

Police Beat
Sept.l7
8:49 a.m. Steam from a show·
er activated the fire alarm in
Franklin College. Facilities
Managament, Murray Fire
Department, the state lire
marshal and Murray State's
Environmental Safl!ty and
Health were notified.
2:02 p.m. A caller from
Waterfield Library reported a
puppy in front()[ the building.
Animal Control was notified.
9:17 p.m. The on-call residence director reported an
ant problem in Springer College. Central Plant was notified.

Sept. IS
2:55 a.m. Murray State police
issued a citation to Charles
Garnett, freshman from Hop·
kinsville, Ky., for third-degree
criminal mischief for kicking
down a stop sign. Central
Plant was notified. An officer
took a report.
9:38 p.m. A caller from Hart
College requested an of(lcer

to check on a friend who may
have taken several skcping
pills. Emergency Medical Service was notified, but the subject refused transport.
ll:36 p.m. A caller from College Courts made a noise
complaint. An officer checked
the area and [Quod a band
practicing. The band was finishing for the night when the
officer arrived.

Sept.l9
12:06 a.m. An officer gave a
driver on 12th Street a written
warning for failure to illumi~
nate.
12:58 p.m. A caller from
Alexunder Hall reported a
person standing next to the
building's pillars. An officer
contacted the person and
escorted 'the S\tbject to his or
her residence on Olivt' Street.
7:13 p.m. An officer reported a
non-injury, multiple-car accident at the intersection of
highways 121 North and 641.
Murray police were notified.
The officer nssisted with traf-

tic control.

Sept. 20
3:53 a.m. An officer spoke
with a group of people walking bctwt•en buildings and
advised them not to be
uround buildings at that time
of night without a legitimate
reason.
3:54 p.m. The residence director of Elizabeth College said
someone got sick in the West
elevator. An officer took
information.
6:30p.m. A caller from Waterfield Library reported hate
messages written on the wall
of the main floor 's men's
restroom. Central Plant was
notified, An officer took a
report for third-degree crimi·
nal mischief.

Sept. 21
4:25 p.m. A subject in College
Courts reported a stolen bicy·
de. An offer took a report for
theft by unlawful taking
under $300.
8:36 p.m. The previous stolen

bicycle was located by an officer and brought to Public
Safety. The officer registered
the bicycle vlith Public Safety
and returned it to the owner.
10:39 p.m. The residence
director of Elizabeth College
reported a burn mark on a
piece of paper in the third
floor elevator lobby. There
was no smoke or fire. Murray
Fire Department, Murray
State Environmental Safety
and Health and the state fire
marshal were notified.

Sep~

20

12:10 a.m. A caller reported a female
streaker In the in the quad area. An offi·
ce.r located the $ubject and referred her
to Murray State for disciplinary action.
An officer took a report.

Busmess Huiiding was stuck
on the elevator on the first
floor. Central Plant was notified, but no one was found on
the elevator when they and an
officer arrived. The elevator
appeared to be working.

Sept.22
9'.31 a.m. A caller from the
Kentucky and Calloway
streets parking lot reported a
vehicle rolling from a parking
space to a curb. The owner
moved the vehicle back into
the space.
2:51 p.m. A parent called Murray State regarding a missing
or endangered student. Murray State police located the
student and requested the
student contact the parent.
6:14 p.m. A caller from the

Sept.23
1:12 a.m. Murray State police
issued a citation to William T.
Beam, lll, sophomore from
Lagrange, Ky., for possession
of alcohol by a minor outside
Elizabeth College. An officer
took a report.
12:25 p.m. A caller from Five
Points sald a vehicle struck a
pedestrian at an intersection.
Murray police department
was notified. An ambulance

Pagliaif

transported the person to the
emergency room.
3:30p.m. Murray State police
issued a citation to Leslie B.
Schwettman. junior from
Murray, for disregarding a
stop sign in Roy Stewart Sta·
dium parking lot, not wearing
a seathelt and possessing
marijuana and drug paraphernalia. An officer took a report
Motorist assists • 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 0

News Editor ~aura Cash
com plies Police Beat with
materials provided by Public
Safct)'. Not all dispatched
calls arc listed.

Pizza & Italian

Resta~tmt

Now has Wi-Fi
Full Menu & Buffet
Sandwiches, Pasta,
Salads, Pizza & more!

Wednesday Spaghetti Special
Medium Spaghetti- $2.97
add a drink for 99 cents
Dine In Only

ClUB 641 BAR & GRill
liOn-SAT: II All· SAil

llftCE 1960

sun: noon • '
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
• FREE POOL AND FREE SHUFFLE BOARD

TUESDAY
- FREE POOL AND FREE SHUFFlE BOARD

WEDNESDAY TEXAS HOLD' EM @ 7- SIGN IN BEFORE 7PM

RAOKE AND OJ

i
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Opinioa. Editor: Jodi Keen
Phone: 809-5873

Surprise: Confusion behind door No.I!

Our view

Recruitment
office offers
little welcome
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
In spring 2009, Murray State
announced it would move its
recruitment and enrollment
offices from Sparks and Ordway
halls, respectively, to the Curris
Center. Now located on the first
floor of the Curris Center, the
combined office offers prospective and current students a new
take on old business.
Visitors are greeted by a waiting
room with clean, open space. Decorations are sparse, the walls are
relatively bare and the only real
displays of color come from
employees' own desk decor.
Though it is a clean, modern way
to decorate, Murray State may
have overdone the "less is more"
theme because it looks almost as
sterile as a waiting room in prison.
Carpeting, comfortable seating
and a less intimidating atmosphere are eventually offered to
visitors, but only to those invited
through glass double doors into
one of the two offices. Until then,
visitors are kept out in the cold, so
to speak.
A waiting room is a visitor's first
impression of the office. For Murray State, the recr~itment office is
the waiting room for the entire
University. It should be bright and
warm, inviting visitors in and
making them feel comfortable.
The waiting room of the enrollment and recruitment office,
though, makes visitors very aware
they are stepping into an official
University' center. Its solitude,
however, gives the impression of a
school principal's waiting room,
where visitors bide their time
until they're called in to be reprimanded.
It's possible employees would
like to finish moving their belongings before decorating, or the
office does not have the finances
to properly decorate the waiting
room. While this is understandable, it is already posing a problem. Students - particularly high
school students, the University's
key recruitment demographic are beginning to flood the Curris
Center for competitions, conferences and workshops.
This is an ideal time for the University to appeal to them, but
what is home base for those kids
when they visit? The Curris Center. T he casualness of the first
floor television lounge, the coziness of the Thoroughbred Room's
dining booths and the bright signs
and fliers decorating all three
floors of the Curris Center give it
a homey feel. This only makes the
cold climate of the recruitment
and enrollment offices stick out
like a sore thumb.
When potential students' have
questions, they often seek help
from sources who can relate to
them. An unfriendly looking
recruitment office does the exact
opposite: It keeps students at a
distance.
Even worse, it can turn away
prospective students (and parents) intimidated by a university
that doesn't seem welcoming.
If the University expects to reach
its goal of 12,000 students by 2012,
it should invest in a recruitment
office more focused on actually
welcoming students than trying to
prove it is a serious institution.

CJUtlpUs voice

Healthcare comparison to fascism misrepresents facts
American
politics are
severely
divided by
the lines of
two major
parties.
It :stems,
however,
- -- - - - - the habit of
making
Casey
gross com·
Thornton
parisons of
Junior from
r e c e n t
Bardstown. Ky.
American
presidents
with the most well known fascist
leader, Adolf Hitler, has grown.
leaving all politics aside, the
public made this comparison with
President Bush and now President Obama, neither of whom
hold any adherence to fascism.
During Bush's presidency,
those dissatisfied with his actions
made their opinions known by
comparing him to Hitler and stating the U.S. Patriot Act was a step
toward fascism. Few would argue
the act does not suspend certain

1

I

civil liberties of the people, but is
also meant to protect citizens
from potential danger.
Conservatives not content with
having a Republican president for
the last eight years and now being
under a Democratic president are
playing the same game. They
compare Obama to Hitler and
using any tiny amount of information possible to do so. Charisma is
no longer an acceptable trait for
American presidents to have,
because it automatically draws a
link to Hitler, whose speeches
excited his audiences into frenzies of patriotism.
Those who fear the emergence
of a U.S. universal healthcare
assert this is also a step toward
fascism. Sadly the most common
logic I have heard for this reason·
ing is Germany also had universal
healthcare during Hitler's regime.
By no means does a universal
healthcare system promote the
coming of fascism, as the U.S. is
the single first- world country
without such a healthcare system.
Fascism has not appeared within

these modernized countries.
The notion that Germany's
healthcare led to the rise of Hitler
is preposterous in itself, as the
country's healthcare first began
under Otto von Bismarck in 1883 •
six y,ears b~ore Hitler's birth and
ll~ast ~ ye'a'rs beldte h~ tnad~
~ny< sigiiificant 'political appearance. To assume any correlation
between universal healthcare and
fascism is illogical.
The issue mirrors the story of
the boy who cried wolf, as this
tends to happen with every American president. If during every
new presidency the dissatisfied
half of America were to continue
this trend of accusations, America
as a whole would miss the warning signs if a true threat were to
present itself to our democracy.
When people draw these comparisons between recent American presidents and Hitler, they
not only do a disservice to that
president. They also belittle the
suffering of all those who lived
and died under a true fascist
regime.

what do you think•••

ews
'I'he l:Vl.UltT ~§tate

did you watch this year's Emmy awards? what
did you think of the award ceremony?

2609 Urriversity Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 420n·3301
E·mail: thenews®murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175
thenews.OI'CJ

The News Editorial Board

"Yes. (I watched) parts of it because
I really like the shows '30 Rock' and
'Saturday Night Live' and they were
up for big awards."

Laura Cash

Sarah Willig • Hopkmsville, Ky.
senior

News Editor • 809·4468
Jodi Keen
Opinion Editor • 809·5873

Mia Walters
Editor·in·Chief • 809·6877

Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor • 809·5871

Elizabeth Johnson

"No. (I had) too much homework
and even if I had time, I wouldn't
have watched it because of all the
gossip."

This is not to play on the heartstrings of the reader, but no evil
committed by either Bush or
Obama has equated to the deaths
of more than six million victims.
Likewise, it is highly illogical to
as!ILUDe eithec will ever cpmmit
such an 'act.

Sports Editor • 809·4481
DoHy Wisman, Advertising Manaqer • 809·4478

EliJah Phillips

Online tditor • 809·5877

JohnV-

Chief Copy Editor • 809·5876
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Joe HedQes
Adviser • 809·2998
Olvid Szemeredy, Production Manager· 809-5874

Write to usl

Christy Westphal • Murray
junior

The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification and title
or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The News reserves the
rl9ht to edit for style, length and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All contributions
should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week via e·mail or thenews.orq.

"I was busy working. I didn't want to
see a re-run of what Kanye (West)
did to Taylor Swift."

The News strives to be the University community's source for information. Our goal is to present that
Information in a fair and unbiased manner and provide a free and open forum for expression and debate.
The News is a designated public forum. Student editors have authority to make all content decisions
without censorship or advance approval. The paper offers a hands-on learninQ environment for students
Interested in journalism. The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy
and its editors should develop their editorial and news poflcies.
The News is prepared and edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University.
The first copy is free. Additional copies are available for 25 cents at mWilson Hall.

Rocky White • Eddyville, Ky.
sophomore

lauren BeiVThe News

From tfle front
FIBQ photo by Derek Miller/The News. cutout by Misty Hays/The New~ {sidebar from top) Call of rame Qraphic by
Chris Phillips/Till N~wr. Campus Voice graphic courtesy of scienceblogs.com: Sports graphic courtesy of Sports
Information; Features Qraplric courtesy of QameSrus.com: weather (jl'aphics by Kristen Miller/The ~lr$.·weather
Information courtesy of weather.com.
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Grant helps rising costs, tuition
defined by federal and state guidelines as well
as maintaining a 2.0 grade point average in
order for the grant to be renewed each school
year.
As the price of tuition increases each year,
the amount of total money offered by the
Racer Advantage Grant has as well. Young
said.
According to the grant's guidelines, 81 new
freshmen and 37 new transfer students
received the grant from fall 2007 to spring

Casey Thomton
Contributing writer
The Racer Advantage Grant, a need-based
Murray State grant, helps students further
their higher education by easing the costs of
increasing tuition.
The grant was instated in the fall of 2007 to
help students who may struggle financially in
college. It continues to .s erve this purpose for
th~ third year at Murray State. Mike Young,
assistant vice president of Student Affairs,
said.
Freshmrn and transfer students who irre
Kentucky residents are eligible for the gr'ant,
he said. Young also said recipients must be
full· time undergraduate students to qualify.
A student may receive up to $1,500 for an
academic year. All awarded money must go
toward educational expenses including tuition,
housing and meal plans, Young said.
According to the grant's guidelines, if a student's financial need is less than the maximum
amount. it provides only enough money to
meet the student's remaining financial needs.
This ensures none of the money goes directly
to students in the form of refund checks.
Annually the grant awards a total of
$250 ,000 to students to cover their remaining
financial needs.
There is no limit on the number of students
who may qualify to receive money each year.
Notification of awards begins April l and
continues until all grant funds are exhausted.

2008.

Chris Ph1llips/Tht> Nt•ws

"We use it until the money runs out," Young
said, "so we try to make as many awards as we
can, based off of the students who indicate that
they are still in fmancial need."
The prerequisites and procedures for receiving the grant arc strenuous, Young said, to
make sure those with the highest need receive
the financial aid from this grant.
Young said only students who qualify for
financial aid by the Free Application for Federal Student Aid, arc eligible for the Pell Grant,
filled out the Murray State ftnancial aid application and have also exhausted all other
sources of financial aid may receive this grant.
There are also academic requirements put
on the recipients of the grant, which entail
maintaining satisfactory academic progress as

It also said the plan is for these numbers to
rise each year in correlation with the growing
source of grant money.
Murray State offers this grant in an effort to
keep students of Kentucky residency in school,
Young said, as it also counterbalances Murray
State's tuition, which may rise 4 percent each
year, according to the Board of Regents
Tuition Task Force.
Young said the grant is changing to meet
new needs each year.
"We arc going to update it and make any
changes just to make sure that we are indeed
meeting the needs of our students," Young
said. "We certainly want to make sure we are
using the dollars in the best way possible."
He said Murray State hopes to help more
students continue their education by providing
this financial aid through the grant and to balance the difference made by rising tuition.
Contact Thornton at casey.thomton@murraystate.edu.

Across campus
ODKacc:eptblwapplkMiaas
Qmic:ron Delta Kappa, an bciaors ~ for
te.den at Murray Stare.. li cw:rently
acc:epdq apPlicatioos.
Requat an applkation br tt-B~a~Uaa
1DS11~1Lcoa 'AppUcatlou are also
available in tbe oftkes of SGA. Hollon PfoirUi,
Student Affairs md the Marvia MiDI Ylldcultural Cent~.
i\ppUcatloDs are dUe by 4 p.m. ~ l to Stu4entAft'airS.

~

Sl:adad receives projeet paat
~ -Crowe, seQ,ior IJOJD LebaDoD JWI!Cdoa,
ICJ., received a $250 arant from . - ~ of
U~aduate Reseudl an4 ~ly A,CdvJty.

The srant 'Will be used to further ber protect

~d~ppiag."

w•
AlaiI'M wins llltioaal award
~

wW present her research at Stholan

Aprill~23.

Sltah Jac:obs. Murray State ah•mqa, won
a 2009 <llaet Nobel !chtcator ofl>ittitic:tkm from tile Natlollal Society of Hlp

Kfecdoa o

,

Scbool~.

Jacobs paduated from .Murray State hl 2009
with a Maw's degree of uta in Eiillilb.

Coft'eetiOa
bl._ week's artiCle "'Uilfverslty givee Greek
c:oiiiDliiDity new representation." The Nevn
~ Aid Tel."l Hawthorn was only tbe
ad'riser for National Pan•hellenic CO®dl .-d
IDtetfrattmky CounciL She is also the a,chijer
for the NatloDal PmheUeuic COWldl.

Workshops give advice, preparation for real world :
Stephanie Steele
Contributing writer
Murray State faculty and staff arc giving students a chance to learn more effective ways of
communication and to sharpen their leadership
skills through a weekly leadership workshop.
The workshop is 4 - 5 p.m. each Tuesday in
the Curris Center Ohio Room.
This is the third consecutive year for the
workshop, Re'nita Avery-Meriwether, director
of Student Life, said.
''It's important to have workshops like tbis,"
Meriwether said. UPeoplc need to learn to
develop leadership skills that apply to every
aspect of their life, whether it be a class, a student organization or a job."

Meriwether said the workshops cover a
broad range of topics involving leadership so
students are equipped in all aspects of life. She
said the topics for the upcoming weeks will be
especially beneficial to students because they
are important for the future and the present.
Some of the topics include effective communication, stress management, job hunting, money
management and conflict solution.
Meriwether said about 25 people attend each
workshop. While she said she considers this a
decent amount of people, she encourages more
people to attend.
While some students may not consider
events associated with the word "workshop" to
be fun or entertaining, Janay Thomas. a graduate student from Paducah, Ky., says that simply

is not true.
"They are fun and informative at the same
time," Thomas said.
She also said the workshops are extremely
beneficial to the things students do on campus,
even in study groups.
"It (prepares) you to deal with certain situations you may not otherwise be prepared for.
and helps you to become a better leader for
yourself and for other people as well," Thomas
said.
Meriwether said the workshop is free and
not targeted to any specific major.
Faculty and staff from all different departments come in and teach the workshop, she
said, and students with different majors are
welcomed because communication and. leader-

ship qualities are valued in every career path. •
Samantha Watson, a sophomore from Paris.:
Tenn.. said she attended the workshop last year:
and recommends every college student go to at ••
least one session before they graduate
;
"It taught me how to better manage my !
money," Watson said. "As a college student,.
you need all the help you can get in that art!a." :
The workshops last for about an hour, but:
the information students receive there will last:
a lifetime, Meriwether said.
•
"If you have a free hour on a Wednesday. •
why not go?" Watson said. "You may as well do
something that will benefit you in the long!
•
run."
Contact Stet'le at stephanie.steele@murraystate.edu.

"'rs.

Buffet and Grill

At

Voted Murray's best chlnese .atc:RlMI'W
years and running.
Next to Lowe's
270-759-4653
augustmoonmurray.com

We occept cheeks and

ill·~·
LOVETT 1LIVE COIICERT SERIES
·~~·~···
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Mon-Sat

11 AM- 12 AM
Sunday
11 AM- 9 PM
Deli: Mon. - Fri 10 AM- 9 PM

Happy Hour
3-6 pm
NOW SERVING A WIDE SELECTION OF MICROBREWS.
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM

.
Name Brand Discounts &
Gas Buster Scooters

Mary'

SXC.RU

hen

Where everyone's family

10°/o off
Service, Parts or Rep8,1r
with this coupon

OPEN

1205 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

24

HOURS!

(270) '759- 2036

sxu.hu

Racer Routes are SWEET!
Ride the Routes and get a snackl
On surprise
days in
OCTOBER
FREE snacks
Ylill be
provided to
riders.

Go Green •••
Go to class •••
Go shop •••
Racer Routes
get you
GOING I

GET SOMEI

For stops and

\

'

timetables~

visit www.murraytransit.com

}
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A call to action
Obama recognizes responsibilities
Associat~d

Photos Courtl..>:sy of Assoclatet.l Press

President Barack Obama addressed world leaders Wednesday. He called upon them to help with
world Issues instead of allowing the United States to solve every country's problems. Below, the
audience at the United Nation's General Assembly hall and leaders at a later conferencelisten to
the president's speech.

Press

UNITED NAT IONS -President
Barack Obama challenged world
leaders Wednesday to shoulder
more of the globe's critical burdens, promising a newly cooperative partner in America but sternly
warning they can no longer castigate the U.S. as a go-it-alone bully
while still demanding it cure all
ills.
"Those who used to chastise
America for acting alone in the
world cannot now stand by and
wait for America to solve the
world's problems alone," said
Obama in a packed U.N. General
Assembly hall.
"Now is the time for all of us to
take our share of responsibility for
a global response to global challenges," he said.
In his first appearance before
the group, Obama promised the
U.S. would reach out in "a new era
of engagement based on mutual
interest and mutual respect." But
he also wagged a rhetorical finger
at leaders who spend much of
their time at international gatherings excoriating the U.S. He said
"an almost reflexive anti-Americanism" that swept the globe
under the administration of his
predecessor, George W. Bush, is
not "an excuse for collective inaction."
"Nothing is easier than blaming
others for our troubles and absolving ourselves of responsibility for

our choices and our actions," he
"ln the year 2009 - more than
said.
nt any point in human history And yet, dirt.•ctly following
the interests of n3tions and peoObama at the podium was Libyan
ples are shared," Obama said.
Following a president ridiculed
leader Moammar Gadhafi, who
railed against the
for arrogance,
U.N.
Security
Obama
talked
Council, which
more modestly
includes
the
"That is the future America about the United
States.
U.S., calling it a
"terror council" wants - a future of peace and
To be su re, he
and accusing it
listed American
prosperity that we can only contr ibutions. ,
of treating smaller nations as
But this was no
"second class, reach if we recognize that all chest-thumping
despised."
nations have rights, but all bragging: instead
U.S.
presiit wns a more ~
dents have come nations have responsibilities as lawyerly argu- •
to the United
ment aimed at !
well."
Nations
year
convincing the
after year with a
jury of Chama's 1
- Barack Obama
wish list
of
world peers that
action items and
the U.S. h as
United States President
working togethheard the comer. The U.S. is
plaints
from
rich and powerful, but cannot
elsewhere and, under his leadersolve problems without help from
ship, is addressing them on many
fronts. Those range from banning
the rest of the world, they have
said, whether Democrat or Repubtorture to winding down the Iraq
lican.
war. working to rid the world of
Following a president criticized
nuclear weapons, aggressively
for making my-way-or-the-highpur~'Uing Mideast peace and bringway "requests" of allies. Obama
ing new energy to the battle~·
didn't demand so much as he chidagainst climate change.
4
ed and cajoled. The world is now
And he delivered the message
inextricably interconnected, he
that America will not behave as if ~
said, so that each country's probit is better than anyone else.
lems become the others' and hardSaid Obama: "The world must
ly anything can be solved in one
stand together to demonstrate that~
place without participation from
internation11l law is not an empty :1
elsewhere.
promise."
•:
I
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HIS PASSION OVERCAME

Ricky Martin
Staff writer

Jack Findley has a picture on his desk. It's
a picture of a man who has given him everything he knows, even though they have never
met.
The picture is of Jacl< Morrison Findley,
senior cross-country runner Jack Findley's
grandfather.
Since the early stages of his life, Findley
has carried with him a part of his grandfather, not only in his name, but in his heart.
The stories he heard from his father about
his grandfather, fueled the passion for his
work ethic.
"Ever since I was a little kid I was always
told to work hard and do (my) best," Findley
said. "I didn't just hear my parents telling me
these things. I was able to see how my dad
acted and how he worked so hard to build a
successful business for himself and for the
fan1ily and how he was consistent in it. And
the stories of my grandfather, how he was the
underdog, and how he was able to rise above,
and how he would do that continually
throughout his whole life."
Some of the first stories Findley heard
about his grandfather were those concerning
his football days at Notre Dame.
''It started at Notre Dame when no one
thought he would be anything," Findley said.
"But he proved himself there, as he did continually through his life. He never gave up
and he was never satisfied. I fell in love with
that early on in life, learning that through
Christ anything is possible. When I intertwine my faith and the faith I have of what
. my dad docs everyday and stories of my
grandfather, I have created this world that I
need to do the same. 1 took that into athletics."
Findley entered high school with the same
passion for football that his father and grandfather both possessed.
As a senior, Findley was approached by the
coach of his high school football team at the
University School of Jackson with a charge.
"Coach came up to me and told me that if 1
gained a little bit more weight, he could
move me to outside linebacker and defensive
tackle,'' Findley said. "So l said absolutely. I
ate a ton and worked out my senior year and
had a blast. I got up to 205 (pounds), and had
a great senior campaign. 1 did well for our
team, and didn't want it to be over. 1 knew I

sophomore year, Findley joined the Racers,
could still play at another level, so I started
lifting and doing things to prepare myself for
and had two successful seasons as part of a
collegiate football and I started to wonder if
program still searching for its identity, when
this was for me. That summer I began runtragedy struck in his personal life.
ning off and on."
"Cross country had just ended and we only
That summer of running turned into much
had about a month left of school," Findley
said. ''1 started getting this weird pain in my
more than just a casual run every now and
then, and after a phone conversation with a
lower region and it was very uncomfortable.
1 bad never felt anything like that before. I
friend, he made a decision that changed his
called my doctor back at home and they
life.
"One night I was talking to a friend who
asked me to come in."
Meanwhile, Findley began commuting
had lost a lot of weight running a marathon."
Findley said. "He was a former football play·
from Murray to Jackson in between school
er and he told me, 'Jack you can do all these
and doctor's appointments.
"I was actually in class on a Friday mornthings in football, but its nothing like running
ing when my mom just kept calling me and
a marathon, it's an adventure' and that
sparked something inside of me."
calling me," Findley said. "I stepped out of
After he began running more often, Findclass to answer and she just said head to
ley decided he too wanted to run a marathon.
Jackson. She said. •you don't bave a option.
The next night Findley set a goal to run ten
They've got to run some tests, because what
they've come up with, they didn't like."'
miles. and he did.
"After that night I knew I wanted to run
Uncertain of what was going on, Findley
the rest of my life," Findley said. "I've never
heeded his mother, and packed his things to
looked back."
return home.
Starting college at the University of Ten"1 got back to Jackson and my sister and
brother-in-law were at
nessee-Chattanooga, Findthe house," Findley said.
ley approached the cross
"They said they would
country coach, about a
..It was one of the only times
spot on the team of a sport
like to take me to the
he knew nothing about.
I've ever heard my dad in tears, doctor, and by this time
"I really never knew
my parents were on
and he said 'son, its cancer."
their way (home). It
what cross country was,"
was one of the only
Findley said. "I didn't real-Jack Findley
ly know much about it, 1
times
I've ever beard
Senior from Jackson. Tenn.
my dad in tears, and he
just knew it was goofy
guys in short shorts. I
said 'son, its cancer."'
started to wonder if maybe I was fast enough
Findley was confused when he heard those
words, but with help from people around
to run cross-country on a college team, so I
talked to the coach at UT Chattanooga, and
him, he remained positive despite being diaghe just told me to try out."
nosed with testicular cancer.
He quickly discovered the difficulty in
"I was really scared and really nervous,"
becoming a runner at the collegiate level.
Findley said. "My sister and brother-in-Jaw
"Those first two weeks running with the
took me to the doctor, and all the while I'm in
team was just a whirlwind," Findley said. "It
a state of shock. There was a huge amount of
adversity right there, and I didn't really know
was a culture shock at its finest. I didn't know
how to overcome it. but with my family,
what a workout was, I didn't know anything.
there was just a huge amount of love, and my
1 just wanted to be that guy that never gave
up, who showed up with that same intensity.
girlfriend at the time flew back from a soccer
tournament that night. It just showed me
And that's really what I love about running,
how much love there is when you're really
the intensity of it. It's a sport that's like an
art of exhaustion (about) who can put their
hurting.
bodies to limit and keep doing it, that's why I
"I really turned it all to God, not that I
fell in love with it. I feel like I've always been
would be healed, but rather that his presence
a runner, I just didO't find out until late in
could be seen in this, and that through this
life."
we could see his glory. When I started praying, I felt so much more comfort, and I was
After transferring to Murray State his

ready,! said let's do this. The doctor told me
that I may want to give up my classes for this
semester, and I said no we are going to get
this done. My fraternity brothers were crazy;
I was getting text messages and phone calls
all the time from them. The support was
everywhere, from cross country friends too."'
Once Findley returned to campus, he had
missed about a week and half of classes, but
was able to take the same approach for those
last few weeks of school he had taken his
whole life.
After the semester ended, Findley had to
switch his priorities back to running, and
though difficult, he persevered.
"After that, it was all about just getting my
feet back into running," Findley said. "It was
tough during December and January, my
body was weak from the radiation. It was
cold, and my lungs were on fire the whole
time. I didn't really feel like running, but I
knew it was time to start putting the work
back in. I knew it was going to be tough. but
1 knew the end result was being able to give
God the glory."
After the summer, Findley had a major
decision to make: whether or not he wanted
to run his senior season. Following a state of
limbo, Findley said the decision to run was
obvious.
"Honestly, I realized that this opportunity
is only going to last for a couple more
months," Findley said. "And I've gone too far
now to just give in. A lot of me wanted ro
just take this last semester to just relax and
be a regular college student, but there was
something deeper down, I mean this is how I
enjoyed college, just putting in the work and
the pursuit of the art of being fast. I missed
my teammates and I missed running with my
friends, and we had some goals about some
things we were going to dd in the conference, •
and I didn't want to give them up.
"It was a great decision, and 1 was very
happy that I was able to get ba.c:k on the team,
and be a part of those goals we've set out.
We've got a great bunch of guys who work
really hard and encourage one another and
it's a really neat thing to be a part of. Basically I came back because I want to work hard
and I wasn't ready to give it up."
Findley will be in action tomorrow, when
the cross-country team travels to Southern
Illinois for the Salu.ki Invitational

Contact Martin
murraystate.edu.

at

richarcLmartin@ •:
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World record drama

Each week. The News Elizabeth Johnson,
Ricky Martin, Greg Waddell and Kyle Rogers.
plus a special guest will face off In a heated
round of pick 'em.

Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
Last week: 6-3
Season record: Z4·1Z

Ricky Martin

Greg Waddell

Kyle Roqers

Sports writer

Sports writer

Sports writer

Last week: 4-5
Season Record: 26-10

Last week: 5·4
Season Record: Z7-9

Last week: 6·3
Season Record; 25·11

Guest Jacob Lee
Senior from Mayfield. Ky.
Last week: 5-4
Season Record: 25·11
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No. 22 North Carolina at Georgia Tech
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Notre Dame at Purdue
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;: Cross country teams travel to SIU
Greg Waddell
'Staff writer

Fresh off la:;t weekend's run in
Vanderbilt's Commodore Invite,
' the Racer cross country teams
return to the track Saturday at
·southern Illinois to compete in the
"Saluki lnviUttional.
The women, led by senior'l'aylor
·Crawford and sophomore Katclyn
Jones. who finished in the No. Sand
··u spots, respectively. look to add

.,

pieces to their resumes before next
month's Ohio Valley Conference
championships, Head Coach Chris
England said.
"They'll have their hands full at
the Saluki Invitational with Southern lUinois," England said. "Both
girls are deflnite1y going to tie in
the hunt not only individually but
to lead our team up in the standings."
England said the season is going
well and everything is moving in a

positive direction for both teams.
''Training has been going really
well and the competitive juices are
starting to flow," England said.
"This will be our second trip to the
Saluki Invitational in two years so
we kind of know what to expect as
far ;fs the course ana the competltion."
England said Southern Illinois is
strong competition, but the team's
main focus is on a good conference
showing.

"Our goal all season has been the
OVC championship, so each day in
training and each competition we
go to is just a building block to get
to that goal," England said. "We
can't really worry about what the
other teams ~tre doif!_g an!i shooting
for ana wnarttif!lt ~ art. We
can only concentrate on what we're
doing and keep our eye on our
number one goal."
Contact Waddell ac gregory.
waddell@murraystate.edu.

:..Tennis hits road
: for MTSU meet
r: Greg Waddell
•, Staff writer
With two tournaments under
their belts, the Racers return to the
courts today against three teams in
the Middle Tennessee State Invitational.
Murray State will kick things off
: by playing Arkansas State, followed
by Arkansas-Little Rock, and Middle Tennessee State.
After a weekt:nd that saw the
team go 6-12 in singles play and 2-7
: in doubles, Head Coach Connie
, Keasling said the tourn:~ment
; helped reveal a lot.
' Keasling said she is looking for~ ward to the challenge.

"When you play good (competitors) they are able to exploit your
weaknesses and they also show you
what your strengths are," Keasling
said. "Toe outcome is not as important as what you took away from
the tournament."
Senior Angela McGahee led the
way for the Racers, notching two of
the team's singles victories.
"She was incredible," Keasling
said. "Angela played like a true No.
l senior. Her play was exceptional.''
With the fall season winding
down, Keasling said the experience
has taught them where they have
been and where they need to go to
improve.
"We don't have to play our best

Courtney CrainlThe

NP.w,,

Senior Anoela McGaheeawaits action In a practice at the Purcell Tennis Courts earner this week. The women's tennis team will play in three matches this weekend.
tennis right now," Keasling said.
"We have to develop our own
games and we have to develop
games that will counter other opponent's strengths. If we do not work

on the fundamentals of our game in
the fall, in the spring we will not
grow and play our very best."
Contact Waddell at gregory.
waddell@murraystate.ed!L
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Kyle Rogers

Football
hosts
Colonels,
iOpensOVC

Staff writer
After a rough non-conference
schedule, the Racer football team, 1-2,
will open its Ohio Valley Conference
slate Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium against Eastern Kentucky on Murray State's Family Weekend.
Eastern Kentucky was voted the
preseason favorite to win the OVC
and come to Murray with a l-1 record
after losing to Indiana 19-13 and
defeating Tennessee Tech 17-7.
Senior defensive end Austen Lane
said he is ready to put the frrst three

games behind him and focus on the
game against the Colonels.
"It's our fourth time playing them,
so we've probably seen a lot of what
they're going to run," Lane said. "We
know they like to pass a little more
than (in) the past. Basically, everything they have, we've seen before.
It's just a matter of putting it all
together and stopping them."
The Colonels have won seven of
the last eight meetings between the
two teams. The Racers last defeated
EKU in 2004 in overtime. The last
time Murray State beat the Colonels
at home was in 1999.

Eastern Kentucky's defensive back
Andre Evans was named OVC Defensive Player of the Week last week. It
is the second time in three weeks
Evans was named to the award and he
will provide a challenge for the Racer
offense.
" I think it's time to do what we
know we can do," junior quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt said. "As a team, you
look forward to playing a team that's
been traditionally the better team in
the conference. Those are the games
you're excited about playing."
Contact Rogers at ky[e. rogers@
murraystate.edu.

Lake Biwn, a Japanese
reservoir ncar Kyoto.
Japan is a long way
from Kentucky Lake
and was not pr~dictea
to hold the next world
record bass. However,
in July, Manabu Kurita
landed a bass that sup:
_ _ S_t_ev
_ e__ posedly weighed 22pounds, 5-ounces.
Miller
The day after the
Outdoor columnist catch, rumors, cop.spiracy theories and
disappointment were presenl from a
majority of American anglers who arc sao
to see George Perry's record bass. caught
from the native waters of the largemouth
bass in Georgia, challenged. If certified,
the catch would tie Perry's record since it
is not two ounces heavier. as required gy
the International Game Fish Association: '
The most recent developments about
the catch and its legitimacy are in the
hands of the IGFA, the official keept.•rs of
all game fish records. The IGFA received,
the application from Kurita Sept. 17 and
say it will be about four weeks before their
fmdings are concluded.
Perry has been atop the li~t of the
largest caught bass for 78 years. Because of
the fame and wealth that comes with
catching a world record fish, Perry's 22pound, 4-ounce world-record catch in 1932
has had a bull's-eye on it from day one:
T he economic potential of a new record l~
astounding, with tourism generated and
endorsements from fishing companies. · ·
Ironically, it looks like Kurita will not
make a monetary fortune. Kurita caught
the bass trolling a live bluegill in a canal.
No lure manufacturers can endorse Kurita's catch and reap the enormous sales of
the lure that caught the world record bass.
lt was also common belief the angler to
break the record would display the trophy
in an aquarium at trade shows and
exhibits, but Kurita's bass died from the
stress of being out of water for too lof\g
and is now on ice waiting to be examined
by the IGFA.
This has anglers, bass fishing media and
commer~ial 1 indu~try tycoons disappoinjed. American anglers will be sad to see
record shared by a foreign caught bass:
Bass fishing magazines have been hamstrung because the Japanese media
closed the livewell on lhis catch and ha'~t!
exclusive rights to the story. Companies
are not interested because they cannot see
a way to make money off the fish.
T his 'disappointment has led to m6r~
review of facts. Skeptics say the red marks
visible in photos of the fish are similar io
those made by gill nets used by commercial fishermen. Some say they will never
consider it a record because it was caughf
on live bait, not a lure, taking the skill oul
of the catch.
.
However, the size of the fish seems to be
legitimate, unlike other attempts to claim
the record in the past that included weighing the fish down with auto parts and other
shady methods. According to Mike Long,
trophy hunter, the nearly square dimensions of the fish 27.2 inches long and 26.77
inches around "looks like the real deal
The girth looks right. Everything looks
right about it."
• ·'
Senior •editor of Bassmaster Magazine
Ken Duke said "it seems closer and more
of a real deal than any situation we've
seen."
So now we sit and wait for the judgment
of IGFA. 1 have confidence the rectlrd will
not be recognized if it is illegitimate
because the prominence associated with
the record is at stake. I will acknowledge it
1 as a great feat if the record stands and will
continue to hope there is another rccorU
swimming around the United States an(!
maybe, the new record will be set by a little girl using a worm and bobber on a natural lake under natural circumstances. But
with money and pride on the line, it seems
unlikely. Kurita's record only amplifies
disturbing practices taking place by the
state, lake or angler seeking to be the on·c
who generates and captures it.
I have no problem with Kurita joining
Perry on top of the books. It is a testament
to how popular bass fishing is and how it is
a global sport. The record was only tied,
and to borrow a quote from former Navy
football coach Eddie Erdelatz, "a tic is sort
of like kissing your sister."
Contact Miller at steven.miller:@
murraystate.edu.
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!.C!roup cleans up after disasters
:·...

:R~Etin Phelps
:St~~ writer

Grab your boots, backpacks and chainsaws and pn·pare for
.sonic outdoor time with the Murray State Disaster Response
Crew.
~ \\(orking eight hours CVl'l")' Saturday to cut down trees and
"rush left from previous storms and other natural disasters,
Ctifton Husk, sophomore from Owensboro. Ky., said thl• organization was created out of necessity after January's Ice st.o rm
qamage.
":fhere wasn't any relit!£ effort going on in these pluces that
needed it very badly," Husk said. "It's one of those things that
n~e~cd to happen. So J decided to get out there and snag a chainsaw."
.A.ftcr spending nearly a y~:u in AmcriCorps National Civilian
Community Corps. a full-time, team-based residenti~tl program
fQr 18 to 24 year olds, Husk said he and othl'r young itdults across
the country were trained to b~come leaders within their com·
munitics.
Husk said he enjoys the work and believes the response team's
assistance was neeJed in tht· area.
. ".You don't have to think about anything," Husk said. "You look
at what you've done at the end of the day and it's very satisfying.
H'.s physical labor, but it's very rewarding."
,Typically, Husk said six to 10 volunteers are needed to effec·
th:ely do relief work in a certain area.
''What we do around here is chainsaw work," Husk said. "W e
ju~t go places and help people."
While the small. non-profit group is beginning to grow, Husk
sajd he is trying to sprcaJ the word about the organi7.ation's
efforts through various media.
"W!!.'re just trying to get as many avenues for people to get in
touch with us (as we can)," Husk said.
•

""'

T hou gh some may be intimidated by using chainsaws or besjtant to join because they do not own one, Husk said those who
volunteer arc not required to use a chainsaw and those who do
not own one may borrow one.
'1f you have a free Saturday, go for it," Husk said. "You do
what you want to d o and leave when you want to leave.'' Husk
said.
Another pa.r ticipant in the AmcriCorps NCCC, Zachary Dirig,
sophomore from Fort Wayne, Ind .. said he is looking forward to
the. Disaster Response Crew's next trip.
"I love using the chainsaw!" Dirig said via email. "I know many
people may not fed as passionate as I do when it comes to chain
sawing, It is a really cool feeling being able to cut down a tree literally forty times your size. Such a little tool with massive
results. You have all this power that you need to be careful with."
While cbainsawing may seem like a masculine activity to
some, Dirig said everyone can benefit from working with the
team.
"All the friendships you make, the work that gets accomplished. the feeling knowing th:1t you made a d ifference," Dirig
said. "It is definitclr worth it."
In addition to offering relief to those in need during disaster.
volunteers reap benefits as well.
Husk said the crew provides a carpool. water and lu nch. while
dinner is provided by the Pennyrilc Forest Parks Department. In
addition, if volunteers work more than ten hours. they get free
camping as well as employee discounts on park equipment and
licenses.
After trnwling to the Cane Trail in Pennyrile Forest State
Park, Husk said the team plans to also travel to Coon Rapids and
Cedar Rapids, Iowa as well as Battle Creek, Mich.
For more inform11tion about joining the Disaster Response
Crew, Husk can be reached at (270)-315-1856.
Contact Phelps at robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

COurtney (rain/The

N·w~

Clifton Husk, sophomore from Owensboro, Ky., clears fallen trees in local
woods as part of the Murray State Disaster Response Crew.

Organization promotes freethinking
JessNall
Staff writer
A new campus organization
promises to give stude nts a foru m to
explore and even question their religious beliefs.
Known as The Free-Thinker Society, the club was developed by
William Zingrone, assistant p rofessor of psychology.
''The purpose of the society is to
promote the idea of reason in everyday thinking versus unquestioned
acceptance of religious dogma," Zingrom· said.
The Free-Thinker Society is perhaps the first secular campus group
in Kentucky, Zingrone said.
He said more than 150 free th inking campus organizations are afftliated with the Secular .Stvden.t Alliance
and he plans to make Murray State
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BBQ AND BEVERAGES 6:00PM

~

LIVE MUSIC BEGINS AT 8:00PM
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2 1st
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LOCATION: "THE PATI O"
Murray's only outdoor event location
Corner of 6th and Main
You can pre register at ZAX. Next to
Matt B's Pizza. For more info call:

~hO
2009-10 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges
Applications available in the
Office of Student Affairs
116 Ordway Hall809-6831
or on-line at:
murraystate.edu/secsv/documents
/WhosWhoApplicationForm-2.pdf
Deadline:
Oct 15, 2009
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Welcome Families! •
•
•
Alpha Delta Pi Extends a
••
•
••
Warm Welcome to
•
•
•• Murray State's Family Weekend!
..
•
•
•
•
Alpha Delta Pi
•
•••
•
• Welcomes 21 New Deltas! ••
•
Megan Bailey
••
•'•.
Courtney Christansen
•
•
•
••
Portia Combow
•
•
•
Lyndsee Elledge
•
••
••
Katie Entrican
•
•
Candace Hagan
•
••
•
Ciara Harvey
•
••
•
Brittney Hubbard
•
•
Audra Kick
••
••
•
Megan Langendorf
••
•
•
Kayla Lemire
•
•
Amanda
Lingle
•
••
••
Jessica Marchetti
•
•
••
Stephanie Morrison
•
•
••
Alyssa Oberdorf
••
••
Kelley Sanders
Broke Satterlee
••
•••
Carrie Schmidt
•
•
•
••
Sara Settler
••
•
Sydnee Shaffmaster
•
•
•
••
Shelley Summerfield
••
•
•
••
Welcome Home~
• • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ings and we would go to theirs."
Charles Wen tling, junior frorn
Louisville, Ky.. is the vice prcsidl•nt
of the Free-Thinker Society.
Wentling said he thinks students
should take advan tage of the oppor·
tunity to broaden their horizons.
"We have a lot of religious organizations on campus, why not have a
nonreligious one as well?" Wentling
said. "I wanted to interact with people who thought like I do."
During the first meeting. the group
elected officers, discussed possible
events and brainstormed ways to
promote the group. They also elected Zingrone and Ian Norris. psychology p rofessor, as faculty advisers.
The society will have their next
meet ing at 6:30 p.m. Monday in
Wells Hall room 317.
f;R,nt'lf.t Nail at jessica.nall@
murraystate.edu.
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And Tl'l& MUrTi!I!J BsnQust. C&nt.sr
CORNHOLETOURNAMENT
REGISTRATION 5:00PM
DOUBLE ELIMINATION
$40.00 PER TEAM .100°/o PAYBACK
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Ent.en:.a;nment.

one of them.
"On m()st campuses in the U.S., the
secular population is grossly underrepresented," Zingrone said. UThere
are usually many religious organizations and often none or one secular
group."
The society is open to everyone,
atheists, agnostics, people of faith
and everyone in between, he said.
"We just want to provide a forum
for those people to come and talk
about what they are thinking, questioning," Zingrone said.
Zingrone was part of the FreeThinker Society while at Northern
Illinois University and he said the
group had great success.
"We never had any negative
response and we were involved with
one of the religious organizations on
campus," Zingrone said. "Their
members would come to our meet-

Eligibility: 3.0 GPA;
Graduating in December 2009,
May or August 201 0;
Demonstrated Campus and
Community Leadership
and Involvement
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Video Game Review - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Superhero sequel ties comic plot into game
Cody Arant writes the video
game reviews.
Three years ago, the world's
s uperheroes banded together to
stop the Latverian dictator Doctor
Victor von Doom from seizing the
powers of a god and bending the
world to his will in the video game
"Marvel: Ultimate Alliance." Now,
the Alliance returns in "Marvel:
Ultimate Alliance 2."
Comic book fans will recognize
the basic plot of the game. It begins
with S.H.I.E.LD. Commander Nick
Fury's Secret War in Latveria. The
aftershocks of Fury's war lead
directly into the push for superhuman registration. This splits the
super hero community down the
middle, leading to "Civil War."
Thtm the game departs from the
source material to present a new
story with two different endings
depending on whether the player
chose to back Iron Man and the
pro-registration forces or Captain
America and the anti-registration
forces.
The plot is excellent. It works
weU by presenting familiar material. When everything goes off the
rails, the player is left feeling just as
confused as the characters.
Players who arc familiar with the
ftrst ··ultimate Alliance" game will
recognize the basic mechanics of
the sequel. It is an action RPG. Players assume control of their favorite
Marvel superheroes (or a few villains) and ftght bad guys using their
fists or their powers. Over time the
characters gain exper ience and
level up, gaining improved stats and
power pips used to better their
powers.
New to the sequel arc ability
points, gained by defeating enemies
and smashing the environment.
They are used to purchase ability
ranks which are generally passive
buffs, increases to various statistics
that are always active. For instance,
Deadpool has an ability called "Best
One Everl" Each rank provides a +l
bonus lo all of Dead pool's stats.
Also new are boosts, awarded for
everything from beating a specific
boss to beating a map without
reviving a teammate to choosing
certain dialogue options.
The dialogue system is also
worth mentioning. Each character

Photo wurtesy of rnarveluhimateallit~nce. marvel.com

In 'Marvel Ultimate Alliance 2,' players choose between supporting Captain America
(above) or Iron Man In the registration movement.
knowing what type will work best
in any given situation.
Unsurprisingly, the game focuses
on a cooperative experience with
other players. It is incredibly easy
for a player to pick up a controller
and join you. If a player needs to
adjust where their power pips are
distribu ted, spend ability points or
equip boosts. they can do so from
the game screen. A small, unobtrusive menu appears in the player's
corner of the screen and their hero
is taken over by the computer and
continues to fight.
Generally this works well, but it
can leave the hero out of stamina
when th ey drop back in, unable to
use powers while it recharges, or
out of position in a boss battle. Also,
in order to read a description of the
powers, what the new ranks will do,
etc., the player must pause the game
and open the full screen team
menu.
The focus on cooperative play
can become irritating during solo
play. The computer-controlled
heroes on the player's team of four
can be exceedingly dumb. It can be
somewhat frustrating when you see

has unique dialogue for every
speech encounter. The one downside is that the lines aren't spoken,
they just appear on the screen. At
each speech encounter the player
has one of three options: an aggressive comment. a diplomatic comment and a defensive comment.
Choosing any one option a set number of times provides a reward.
There are also unique conversations discovered by controlling the
proper character when speaking to
another. Most occur between characters who have history together.
Knowing Daredevil had a romantic
relationship with Black Widow, if
the player brings Daredevil, it
unlocks a unique conversation.
Perhaps the biggest addition to
the game is the Fus.ion system. Players fill their Fusion meter by dealing daniage, knocking out foes, hittingwith two powers simultaneously or other ways. When the meter is
full. players can unleash a Fusion
power. L.
With Fusion power, two heroes
combine their powers to devastating effect. It is fun, looks grl!at and
provides an element of strategy in

the boss charging an area attack and
yet your hero is the only one who
backs away. Oh really, Cap? You
couldn't tell that he was gonna
punch the ground again and daze
you? Because he does it every time
he rears back like that. No, it's cool,
you fought in World War II. You
probably know better than I do.
Fans of "Marvel: Ultimate
Alliancc" may remember problems
with the first game. While the
sequel makes serious efforts to
address them, some are still around.
Chiefly, there are the camera
issues. If 1 had a nickel for every
time the camera got hung on something or other and I couldn't see, I
would be rich. This is particularly
problematic in a few of the
sequences where the map is
designed so the players must pass
underneath something.
There arc also a few performance
issues with the game. It froze on me
at the end of a level once, in the
middle of a conversation. At the
end of that same level, after the
conversation, l had a boss battle
glitch. The boss somtlhow phased
through a wall, then walked up it. I
had to fight wave after wave of minions until l figured out where he
was. Then r lucked out and hit him
with an area Fusion attack.
Other than those glaring glitches,
the game was thoroughly enjoyable.
A tightly interwoven plot and familiar yet polished gameplay b rought a
fun experience any Marvel fanboy
<myself among them) will enjoy.
"Marvel: Ultimate Alliance 2" is
available for the Nintendo OS,
PlayStation 2, PlayStation 3,
PlayStation Portable, Wii and Xbox
360. The 'ESRB has rated the game
T for mild language and violence.
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
murraystate.edu.

CCC
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
in the arcade
One life: About as much fun as an
invisible wall
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
weekend
Thrct! lives: Your next addiction
Four lives: Game of the Year
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rarely watch'
movies.
People often ask me
if I've seen this or
that, and I usually
reply with a no.
I always blame it on
my short attention
span. Movies are long,
theaters are cold and
if I watch it at home I
have a bad habit of
falling asleep or getting distracted by

Charlotte
Kyle
Features Editor

other things.
I can't seem to make it through a two"':
hour movie. yet I can marathon through
television shows on DVD all day long.
Clearly my attention span isn't that short.
Maybe l just fmd myself more invested
in television. The pace is different - it's
slower, but that's because it fleshes characters an d ideas ou t. Afte r a f~\V~
episodes, I genuinely like and care about •
the main character. l want to hang out
with them and watch as they get into
wacky situations.
Think how differently "House" would
be if it was a movie instead of a series:
We would miss out on so much baCkstory. Part of the fun of watch!o~:
"House" is learning what makes H~
Laurie's character tick.
·: .:
In movie-form, we would not see: !ls:
much as we see, or know as much as
know. I doubt I would like the charac~:
He doesn't make a good first impressietb:
Movie characters have to be extraordi::
nary to really hold my attention. Tt!t!i:
need to have something special about ~
them.
:. ..;
I'm talking abou t the Ferris Bueller~
and the Charlie Bartletts of the film
world.
Those are the sort of characters I wi~h.
had been introduced in series form. Tbji.:
however, is not a request for a "Fer~.
Bueller" television series.
: •: •
Nobody could do it like Matthew Broderick, and remake$ without original ca,s t
members always bother me. I'm lookil}g
at you, ABC Family and "10 Things I Hate
About You."
I admire those wh o are able to write
for a series. They have a lot on their •
plates. They have to churn out new storylines and keep the audience interested
for longer than a ftlmmaker does.
Let's say you've watched every episode.
of"Boy Meets World." With 158 episodes,
running approximately 22 minutes each
(sometimes longer), you've put more
than 57 hours into that sedes. At least
· two days of your life have been spent in
the world of Cory Matthews an d Shawn
Hun ter.
Two days in real world time is not
enough time to feel like you really know
someone, but it equals years in television
rime. Fans became attached to those
characters and watched them grow up.
Fans grew up with them.
Maybe that's why I like television: I
like feeling connected to these characters, even if I am nothing like them.

\qe:

Contact

Kyle

at

charlotte.kyle@

murraystate.edu.
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High school marching bands
compete in annual event
Anna Taylor
Contributing writer
The 33rd annual Festival of Champions high school
marching band contest, held Saturday, was forced to make
changes due to weather complications.
Though the contest usually has preliminary and final
levels of competition. finals were canceled due to rain.
Despite that, Marshall County went home as the grand
champion for their show titled "Modulation of Color."
Bands ranked in classes A through AAAAA traveled
from Illinois, Kentud.')', and Tennessee to participate in
the competition.
Racer Band, the music department, Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota helped with this year's event. The music
fraternites worked in shifts selling concessions, while
Racer Band did everything from selling tickets to cleanjng
the field between performances.
Adam Decker, Racer Band president and senior from
Leitchfield, Ky., said despite the battle with Mother
Nature. he felt the day was a success.
•·we were disappointed because we were not abJe to fin-

Marshall County High School's brass section competes In the preliminary round.

ish the contest but I feel that it went very smoothly,"
Decker said.
John Fannin, director of Racer Band and a part of FOC
for 15 years, said data shows FOC is a recruitment tool for
Racer Band and Murray State.
Even though the audience only saw Racer Band's preliminary performance and not their main show, they still
enjoyed the performance. The preliminary show included
Earth, Wind, and Fire's "September," as well as "Fanfare
for Rocky: Going the Distance" and "Gonna Fly Now"
from the "Rocky" filins.
Marty Nelson .from Murray said she attended the Festival of Champions to support her granddaughter who
marches in the Calloway County band. Nelson .said she is
not a rookie to this contest and enjoys watching the students perform.
"It's exciting to see all the hard work the students do,"
Nelson said.
Because finals were canceled. the bands placed based un
scores from the preliminary round. The bands' trophies
will be delivered to their schools.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.

Drummers from Daviess County High School pause during their performance as part of saturday's Festival of Champions.

Racer Band performs before the preliminary round during Festival of Champions. ~ band's preliminary performance Includes sonqs from 'Rocky' as well as Earth, Wind. and Fire's 'September.'
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Justin Schuring, junior.from Murray, plays the marimba with Racer Band as they host he annual event In Roy Stewart Stadium.

Murray High School Band members celebrate durino performances at the festival.

